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Abstract

This study presents different technologies for processing geospatial building
information in 2D models and discusses potential problems with an enormous growth
in the data volume and availability of GIS software. The problems arise from collecting
data from multiple data sources (e.g., mobile devices, websites, sensors, computers,
GPS, or WFS) with different context problems (e.g., missing data, data formats,
invalid values) and inefficient pre-processing data pipelines for examining the complex
structure of spatial datasets. Thus, there is a need for a system that can manage
such data automation issues in this case. One needs a data processing pipeline and
data modeling for geospatial datasets. This process allows faster examination and
visualization of the map to detect patterns.

We present different GIS tools with various functionalities in handling geometric
objects and introduce efficient data acquisition processing for these platforms. We
conduct several experiments with these GIS applications to explore possibilities and
program capabilities in terms of performance. The study analyzes the workflows for
data collection, integration, and spatial data processing based on different formats,
tools, and methods.

The thesis studies and combines many techniques from GIS technologies to
improve practices for software development teams and geospatial management systems.
Data acquisition and integration apply these techniques to gain better optimization
based on tool experiments and the user perspective. The findings provide the
foundation for future work to have a standard methodology or processes for working
with geospatial applications in file conversion, loading, processing, and exporting.
Keywords Geospatial building information, GIS tools, GIS formats, GIS data,

Spatial SQL, Spatial processes
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1 Introduction

1.1 Geospatial data in urban development
The field of geographic information systems (GIS) has advanced over the last decade
with the help of active research, data availability, sharing, and modern infrastructure.
Geospatial data offers objects, events, or phenomena located on the surface of the
earth with static (e.g., address of the location, name of the road, building information)
or dynamic (e.g., moving pedestrians, the spread of the virus disease, climate change)
information [1]. Furthermore, geospatial data provides a foundation for a wide
range of research activities focusing on roads, cities, rural and urban development,
and public amenities. Large amounts of geo-information are widely accessible from
open data, public authorities, or companies. This available data contributes to
the sustainability of urban development, and the geospatial datasets are taken into
account to create successful planning of urban communities with economic growth
[2]. This transition leads to the need for fast and efficient methods of handling big
geospatial data for modeling and extracting insights to solve issues in sustainable
urban development’s social, economic, and environmental decision-making phase.

1.2 Uses and role of geospatial data models
Geospatial information has been used widely in urban planning and city activities
such as urban growth, land use management, or building utilities, including gas,
electricity, and water [3]. Recently, building information models (BIMs) have been
addressed in many active research areas to solve the problem of automation processes,
standardized information, data mining, and data integration for city-scale mapping.
Thus, geometric data play an essential role across the life cycle of architectural design
and infrastructure construction [4].

For the real estate industry, the urban management system can perform dif-
ferent tasks of data planning and data manipulation to optimize transportation,
the surrounding infrastructure, and natural resources, including water, energy, and
forests. This examination requires GIS tools for processing high levels of geospatial
data with detailed geometries and semantic information about building, land use,
company, and demographics. In addition to this, authoritative companies for data
digitalization receive cadastral documentation containing legal documents revolving
around property registration or changes in geometry boundaries for data digitization.
This information is essential in providing additional details on protected, polluted, or
coastal erosion areas and defining representations of environmental data, limitations,
land-use information, and zoning. The cadastral map has been studied to make the
intuitive connection between cadastral records and building information based on 2D
geodata models with their attribute data (addresses, roads, sizes, cadastral numbers,
etc.) [5]. Other researchers [6] also investigate the connectivity between BIM and 3D
building information to measure economic growth and manage development processes
or construction planning.

The geographic information regarding urban planning typically has a substantial
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volume, as it contains various datasets, including population, industries, infrastruc-
ture, land usage, zoning management, etc. Government agencies often handled GIS
data in the past [7]. The usage of geospatial data has increased significantly, and it is
easily accessible to both organizations and individuals. This variety of data sources
brings up more potential GIS applications with extensive spatial information in data
acquisition and analysis [8]. Thus, the innovations in processing power, memory, and
hardware resources help manage large volumes of spatial information and transform
it into valuable intuition with target applications. GIS platforms manage a significant
number of records of cadastral numbers and map them with different construction
projects or urban planning covering road design, urban landscape, and city visualiza-
tions. Furthermore, GISs can help with emergency planning using geospatial data
(e.g., natural disaster prevention), pollution management, other conservation, and
renovation projects [9]. These examples provide additional information about the
modeling environments for engineers, architects, and contractors to have the necessary
visual representations of spatial data. Depending on the application context, data
models should have some requirements to design big data analytic pipelines that can
perform data collection, pre-processing, analysis, and visualization. Furthermore,
considering the data types, extension format, and method for geospatial processing
could improve the data models.

1.3 Motivation
We consider different spatial data analysis methods and geospatial processing functions
to help businesses reduce costs and increase productivity for the software development
team. We can achieve better quality data results from geospatial analysis and
improve the delivery of insightful findings. Building Information Modeling (BIM) is
one of the most promising methods that offer the paradigm of a virtual computer-
generated model containing detailed geometry and relevant attributes of building
data. These techniques support the user’s need to extract specific information and
analyze the generated statistics to make decisions and improve the details of facilities
or delivery operations. For the developers, BIM provides a digital representation of
buildings simulated in the virtual environment (planning, design, and construction
of infrastructure). It brings efficiency for constructors, architects, engineers, and
stakeholders to visualize the simulated environment, detect potential operational
issues, and avoid error-prone processes due to poor documentation of building
elements.

On the other hand, format file storage is a crucial factor that affects both data
collection and processing performance. The dominant standard for storing building
data for web services is typically an XML-based file accessible via zip file for large
datasets. Some municipalities have their own open-source semantic data models
for data management, analysis, and representation of city information [10]. On the
other hand, engineers and developers use the data structure stored in different data
formats such as GeoPackage, ShapeFiles, GeoJSON [11], etc., commonly used for
exchanging, importing, and uploading datasets.

Another possible usage of having an appropriate file format for process improve-
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ment of utilizing GIS tools is to do quick file conversion to particular forms for
boosting the processing of loading data to GIS tools, to select small subsets based
on the region of interest spatially from geographic objects, and convert the desired
features into an appropriate format with necessary fields for reducing the latency in
loading and conversion of big data processing.

In addition, further analysis can be applied to these files from exported files using
other mapping tools such GeoPandas, or PostGIS reduces the complexity of spatial
operations and allows users to customize their solutions with various filtering methods
with faster performance. Many mapping and spatial joining operations are required
to combine specific characteristics between these datasets in different geometric types
(polygon and point). In Figure 1, an example of combining mentioned techniques to
process various topological datasets locally on property and building information
displayed by the QGIS program shows the combination of visualized data with
structured fields.

Figure 1: An example of Property and Building information processed by QGIS
program

When working with GIS technologies, especially for developing the use of BIM
within the real estate industry, there is an increasing need to improve data acquisition,
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pipeline integration, and analysis processes to save resources, time, and requests for
software development. These prerequisites need users to understand the resource
availability of GIS tools in the market. GIS tools help analyze raw topological
data and apply technical approaches for gaining spatial patterns of spatial objects
on different levels. We should develop a systematic framework based on practical
knowledge regarding GIS software to assist GIS developers in designing an efficient
system to extract insights from geographic datasets. Thus, this system brings many
vital benefits to developers by having faster information extraction processes, better
design in a controlled environment for debugging and testing, and a sustainable life
cycle of data (e.g., planning, collecting, processing, sharing, and re-using).

Some GIS tools, such as PostGIS, QGIS, or GeoPandas, are limited in their spatial
processing functions, data visualization, or computing performance functionalities.
For instance, many tasks of GIS applications need to be fully automated, which
requires careful attribute selection. This automation process reduces the high volume
of data dimensions while keeping the semantic model in a geospatial environment.
There needs to be interoperability between these software packages to develop
adaptive approaches in collecting data from multiple sources with different data
schemas or formats. Each software product can have unique capabilities for spatial
processing, so it is possible to combine their abilities to speed up data ingestion and
handle challenging issues. For example, QGIS software can display information about
building locations, while GeoPandas can perform operations on different geometric
types. Moreover, the processes of data inspection are iterative and complex due to
the lack of data models and poor understanding of relationships between elements in
building information, so we have to run many assessments to establish concrete and
fault-tolerant data pipelines.

The above examples highlight complex processes of using various GIS software and
file storage formats to improve geospatial processing performance. We simplified these
processes by applying a combination of different capabilities from GIS tools, testing
multiple file formats, and reviewing viewpoints from stakeholders and developers to
produce efficient pipelines for the software development team. Few papers explore
performance in geospatial format files, geospatial processing in building applications,
and benchmarks in different relational geometry functions. Therefore, we conducted
this research to narrow the gap by carrying out further experiments on the capabilities
and performance of GIS tools on various spatial manipulation and suggesting efficient
processes for converting, integrating, and inspecting geospatial datasets.

1.4 Research questions
The goal of this master thesis is to address design principles or methodology of
geospatial data analysis in terms of scalability and elasticity. The improvements are
made by performing experiments on different query operations for a given problem.
We benchmark GIS systems based on detailed technical information, including system
designs, optimized processes, engineering methods, or tools. Thus, the optimal
approach for a better pipeline in processing geographic datasets with complex data
structures or data sources is selected based on different criteria based on the software
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development processes. To support the research methodology background on BIM
GIS, we also discuss the role of geospatial processing in urban and construction
management.

We assess different implementations of GIS tools based on geospatial contexts or
operational queries to answer the following research questions:

1. What are the requirements for geospatial datasets for better efficiency in
geospatial processing?

2. How to compare different geospatial processing tools based on business context?

3. How to boost the loading, processing, and exporting information of vector
geospatial data in terms of speed?

4. How to adapt these GIS systems in business processes for faster delivery of
data insights?

Question 1 is answered by applying BIM on geospatial building datasets to
facilitate the processes and reduce data errors mentioned in Section 3.2.2. In contrast,
questions 2, 3, and 4 are reported by the findings from the GIS tool comparison in
terms of qualitative and quantitative results, mainly in Section 4.2 and 5.

1.5 Use case
The practical processing tasks considered in this project could support the business
intelligence company in investigating Denmark’s urban development. Details of
the analysis are needed to cover different aspects of environmental areas such as
urban, rural, and traffic plots. Applying efficient geospatial processing can derive
the analysis results from a combination of other data sources using diverse data
collection, integration, and analysis techniques. The tasks involved in finding data
and examining insightful patterns are repetitive and time-consuming. Thus, the
process requires an efficient processing pipeline to smooth the data inspection and
better geometry handling techniques to produce more insights faster.

The result from thesis research facilitates this process autonomously, reduces the
amount of manual work, or avoids human errors. This experimental method will be
used in the company to allow data file conversion efficiently and handle customer
requests with less effort.

On the other hand, analyzing innovative urban environments with business
analytics requires a lot of examination of various factors, including land usage,
economics, project construction, and investment. Accordingly, we must combine
many topological datasets and perform data validation based on certain conditions
and constraints to extract valuable insights for business applications. The techniques
mentioned in this project could reduce a considerable amount of effort, make a better
process in terms of a data-centric approach, and upgrade the design to leverage the
power of autonomy and analytics.
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1.6 Scope of the work
The master research aims to reduce the gap between many GIS processes and tools to
user experience and improve their capabilities in handling geographic problems. This
study field is quite broad in terms of converting GIS format files, spatial processing
methods, and performance of spatial operations. The scope is limited to file conversion
from many types related to vector data (GeoPackage, GeoJSON, ShapeFiles, GML,
and zipped files) to target source files (GeoPackage) and benchmarks between different
kinds of spatial queries on topological datasets. Furthermore, we only considered
open-source software products for the experiment systems used for benchmarking
based on a set of query operations in a spatial environment. The visualization for
building spatial datasets is not the main focus of this thesis. Nevertheless, we will
introduce some examples and tools used to demonstrate the processing of analyzing
building information.

We designed the experiment to simulate the operational queries in different tool
platforms based on the user view of the systems since some of the tools’ functionalities
execute spatial operations differently (GUI or programming interfaces). Therefore,
similar logic operations from these tools are selected to perform the geospatial
processing with the same context output.

1.7 Structure of the thesis
Chapter 1 includes the introduction of the research direction and discusses the
problem statement, motivation, and use case with scope. Next, Section 2 provides a
literature review of GIS tools and techniques used in this thesis. Section 3 provides a
background on pipeline processes, experimental designs, and methods for processing
geographic data and compares different processing tools based on performance results
and requirements for software development. The discussion of these differences is in
Section 4. Finally, the Conclusion part presents the summary of the thesis research
and makes recommendations on possible works on future direction derived from this
thesis.
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2 Background on GIS Tools and Spatial Methods
This section gives some background on geospatial data processing methods and
different aspects of using GIS tools.

2.1 Geospatial data applications
Affected by urbanization and the growth of city planning, the spatial data has a
significant impact on organizations, industries, and the general public in different
fields, including logistics, transportation, agriculture, health care, and real estate
[12]. Geospatial data displays information on objects concerning geographic space,
such as location coordinates given in spatial reference systems.

Capturing the urban environment is possible with geospatial data acquisition
via various sensors, tracking devices, radar, parking sensors, social media comments,
surveillance cameras, etc. GIS data defines the direction of urban expansion and
population growth. It can be used to describe various factors considering demo-
graphics related to surroundings and possible development necessary for successful
infrastructure projects.

Spatial data allows people to determine the exact location visually to find direc-
tion or route to the target location (e.g., Google Maps). With additional information
on environmental and topological data, GIS helps businesses and companies make
informed decisions for new roads, railroad lines, or other transport systems. Con-
sidering geospatial data in transport, OpenStreetMap is an open source for guiding
services at a worldwide scale [13].

With the rapid growth of web-mapping applications such as Google Maps, Bing
Maps, ArcGIS Online, and Open Street Map, it is common practice to use those
resources for displaying and checking information with various image maps [14].
These web resources offer the availability of geo-referenced data or map information
to communities and researchers. The data is analyzed and reviewed for urban
development, historic building preservation, environmental impact assessment, utility
planning, and service reports [15]. The spatial data has proven to be robust, with
mixed findings regarding the built environment analyzed by many spatial professionals
[16]. The ability to access, share, research, and utilize GIS information has enabled
plans evaluation and control strategies in supervising city development in sustainable
manners [17].

The geographic data is accessible globally to non-experts and communities with
the help of volunteer geographic information (VGI) [18]. The VGI generated by
volunteered citizens through social media or other online sources provides a real-
time picture of urban facilities or predictive responses for natural disasters such as
earthquakes [19].

The availability of open geospatial data introduces several use cases and potential
resources to researchers. The information extracted from GIS data goes through a
repetitive analysis process with various datasets to produce valuable insights.

1. Providing helpful navigation information based on building search location
details and shorter path routes.
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2. Offering an analysis of geographic characteristics in specific areas such as
demographics, the status of development, and catchment areas

3. Assisting in making weighted decisions based on complex pattern investigation

2.2 GIS Background
A geographic Information System or GIS is a computer programming tool for in-
formation retrieval, model development, site selection, monitoring, spatial analysis,
and decision-making [20]. It typically provides methods for integrating geographical
data from multiple sources, making complex spatial analyses with geoprocessing
techniques, and modeling operations with various data structures. Thus, GISs include
capabilities of database integration, input manipulation, transformation, combina-
tion, and spatial mapping methods with the ease of computer implementation and
computing efficiency [21].

GISs improve the data collection processes from information synthesis and inte-
gration from diverse data sources to produce insights into area developments. They
also generate a precise representation of building parts with address locations or
allow data sharing on services to become more accessible for citizens to gain benefits
(traffic management and road guide for pedestrians) [22]. Furthermore, GISs can
visualize information and perform analysis that could facilitate the selection process
and monitor the difference over time in construction projects. The paper [23] shows
relevant effects on the environmental surroundings by applying GIS technologies.

In recent years, some papers have studied the use of GISs in modeling building
processes [24]. The role of GISs in building information focuses on site or point
selection to search buildings based on specific attributes such as height, the number
of floors, or the type of building [25]. Additionally, GIS analyzes geospatial data to
extract statistics in rural and urban areas and examine the relationships of various
attributes. The GIS technology supports the need for urban growth and improves
the quality of life [26]. Thus, the GIS software shows stakeholders visually the
model building planning and helps them make effective decisions on anticipated
development plans [23]. However, they can not be performed in an automated pipeline
as it requires semantic information and domain knowledge to transfer building models
to geospatial environments [14]. The challenges also arise from vast volumes of data
from various sources, and this requires efficient solutions to tackle technical problems
of transferring and integrating data into unique sources [8]. These problems prevent
data automation tasks and hinder the process of data management.

2.2.1 Geometry classes

Geographic information systems manipulate different geometry objects (a.k.a. well-
known text). The binary version is known as the well-known binary (WKB) used
for sharing and representing vector geometry classes in a compact format for spatial
processing.

Some building information use different geometry classes, such as 3D models
and geometric surfaces (2D) made up of polygons or points. It is common to use a
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Figure 2: Overview of different geometry classes in WKT schema (image adapted
from the diagram in [27])

standard human-readable representation of Well-Known Text (WKT) limited to 2D
primitives (see Figure 2), which can describe multiple geometries including points,
polylines, or polygons provided by exact latitude and longitude positions [28]. The
WKT diagram in Figure 2 shows hierarchical levels of distinct geometric objects
defined by Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)1 for interoperability standards of
geographic data. This hierarchical structure allows rich geospatial data type support,
such as sharing and visualizing appropriate geometric data types on web services.
OGC specifications define basic terminology to help determine conceptual model
implementation or technical documentation.

A single GIS environment can present different layers, as shown in Figure 3. Thus,
this environment should be able to handle the import process of geographical datasets
stored in various formats. The GIS information also contains a collection of geographic
layers with multiple types, such as lines, arcs, points, and polygons. Understanding
the geometry classes and the data extension format can help developers efficiently
store, import, and display spatial data.

Different object types represent various geographic features (e.g., a landmark,
a street, a parcel of land, or a boundary). Each geometry class contains a spatial

1http://www.opengeospatial.org
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Figure 3: Representation of GIS information for various data types (Adapted image
from [29])

reference system (CRS) to illustrate the objects defined in a specific coordinate space.
In addition, the spatial environment should have the same reference coordinate
systems, such as the world coordinate system (EPSG:4326), to achieve consistency
in describing geometric objects for spatial analysis [27]. The details of CRS will be
presented in Section 2.5 before working on spatial datasets having different CRSs.

2.2.2 Geometry file formats

Numerous file formats for GIS are used in practice. They play different roles depending
on the applications. The geographical data can be stored in other GIS formats,
such as raster and vector types (see Figure 3). Surveillance cameras, unmanned
aircraft vehicle systems (UAVS), and satellites often obtain raster data. The raster
image represents real-life characteristics using grids that contain multiple rows and
columns storing values in each cell. Data stored in raster images carry digital color
pixels describing thematic, continuous, or scanned features. With the ability to
store continuous and discrete values, such as land use maps and gradual seasonal
measurements, the raster type is powerful for performing statistical analysis and
advanced spatial operations. These files are stored in different file forms such as
GeoTIFF, JPEG2000, ESRI, etc. [8]. On the other hand, vector type can hold
geographical features or geometrical shapes representing real-world features, including
latitude and longitude, using various types such as points, lines, and polygons [29].
Vector data represents geographic coordinates using points or vertices that are
topologically connected. For example, polygons are created using a set of vertices in
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a specific sequence with a closed loop to display building boundaries or footprints.
There are other geographic formats such as DSFL (DSF), DGN8 (MicroStation Design
(V8)), DWG (AutoCAD), DXF (AutoCAD), ECW (ECW), ESRIASCIIGRID (ASCII
Grid), LIDAR (LAZ), MDB (Geomedia Access) [30]. Nevertheless, regarding vector
GIS formats, ESRI Shapefile, GeoJSON, GML, and GeoPackage will be the main
focus of the experiments. In this thesis, we will use vector data of certain format
types mentioned above to perform experiments for analyzing building information.

2.3 Examples of GIS Tools

Figure 4: An example of Helsinki building layer imported into QGIS interface

One of the main advantages of GIS technologies is that they can display multiple
spatial datasets understandably and visually. There are many GIS software available
in the market to analyze geographical data. Some are commercial versions such as
ArcGIS, IDRISI, AutoCAD, .etc., while some standard mapping software products
are freely available to download at no cost from the Internet. For the experimental
studies, we will mainly use QGIS 3.22, GeoPandas 0.9, Postgres 12.0 (installed
PostGIS 3.0 extension), and relevant add-in programs to support the experiment
section. We present the backgrounds and methods of these tools in the following
areas.
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2.3.1 QGIS software

QGIS software [31] stands for Geographical Information Systems built by Qt toolkits.
QGIS helps locate and inspect locations with geocoding provided by users, such as
latitude and longitude coordinates. QGIS allows users to import or create maps
with several layers using different coordinate reference systems [32], see Figure 4.
Moreover, the tool provides a user interface that can visualize visual layers. Users
can zoom or magnify around the map by panning in mouse and keyboard shortcuts
shown in Figure 5. Using the QGIS tool, there is a convenient way of downloading or
rendering datasets by principally connecting to remote databases via internet URL
(e.g., Web Feature Services (WFS) or Web Map Services (WMS)) [33]. The basic
processes of analyzing vector data follow these steps:

Figure 5: The example process of importing Helsinki building data via WFS data
and selecting certain features (selected yellow parts)

1. Connect to WFS online databases using QGIS software by adding a layer and
selecting the definition layer to download into the spatial environment. The
user can select the correct layer based on the description of the dataset when
adding the layer map into the GIS environment.

2. We can zoom into the region’s interest and select relevant vector features from
the layer to examine their data characteristics. See Figure 5.

3. We can apply a processing toolbox for spatial data to check suitable geometry
and fix incorrect geometries using the Topology Check Panel function.

4. With the help of the GIS function, we can change many layers’ coordinate
systems (CRSs) into EPSG:4326, the global coordinate system on the surface
of the sphere reference.
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5. The option for “Open data table” offers the ability to observe the detailed
information or layer properties for data definition examination presented by
Figure 6.

6. With the help of the Processing Toolbox, we can perform many spatial pro-
cessing operations on vector layers. For example, the Vector analysis section
can capture the statistics for columns or particular categories.

7. Thus, selected features or final results can be downloaded in other format files
(CSV, Excel, GeoPackage, GML, etc.) or exported to another individual layer
for further spatial analysis.

Figure 6: Feature attributes for selected building area using QGIS tool

2.3.2 GeoPandas library

GeoPandas [34] is open-source software that can manipulate spatial data using
Python. It involves different data types (using GeoSeries and GeoDataFrame) and
geometric operations built on top of Shapely. GeoPandas commonly deals with
two geospatial formats: Shapefile (.SHP) and GeoJSON (.geojson). The core data
structure used in GeoPandas is GeoDataFrame, and it stores the operational data
with geometry columns or relevant attributes (index, data column, and geometry)
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Figure 7: Representation of GeoDataFrame and data structures from GeoPandas
(Adapted image from [34])

see Figure 7. Furthermore, it is also a popular library for analyzing and supporting
static and interactive visualizations in spatial environments with supported utilities.
The additional power of GeoPandas comes with the Shapely open-source package
for geometric manipulation in the Cartesian plane. It is important to note that the
GeoPandas data structures are built on top of the Pandas library, as shown in Figure
7. This library helps the developer close the gap between GIS, data analysis tools,
and scientific computing languages such as Python [35].

Figure 8: Example of loading, transforming, and visualizing area boundary dataset
of Denmark

We can set up the environment for GeoPandas with Conda, pip, or from the
source repository on many platforms (Windows, Mac, and Linux).

We will use a simple example to demonstrate the library’s capabilities. Figure 8
shows using Python to load the sample GeoPackage file (.gpkg) about the Denmark
area boundaries to show column fields and display visual representation in terms of
2D polygons.
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Additionally, developers can inspect geospatial datasets’ statistics or attribute
fields with a single line of code. Thus, there are also supported functions from the
library to perform simple filtering processes (dissolve, spatial join, overlay, explode,
set CRS, etc.). The following example illustrates this with a filtered operation applied
on a single field (e.g., postal code column) to extract regions of interest of postcode
less than 2000 in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Examination of statistics, column fields, and filtered regions with GUI
interface using GeoPandas

The GeoPandas library provides flexibility in designing customization on functions
and visual effects. After having focused areas, users can apply additional user-defined
functions (UDFs) to compute the needs of stakeholders. This is shown in Figure 10,
showing how to implement UDF to group minor postal codes into a single area (group
by 100). This method allows businesses to handle customer requests and analyze
information with flexible spatial processing. GeoPandas provides CRS conversion to
transform geometric references of datasets into the desired ones. This technique is
compulsory when working with datasets having various CRSs.

2.3.3 PostGIS software

PostGIS [36] is a spatial database built on top of the PostgreSQL database. It defines
an SQL schema for storing, retrieving, querying, and updating spatial objects on both
vector and raster types in relational database management systems (DBMS). The
program supports geographic features such as spatial functions computing distance,
area, union, and intersection. In addition, PostGIS provides a spatial indexing
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Figure 10: Customized functions and visualization for grouping postal codes compared
to original image using GeoPandas

method such as GiST (Generalized Search Tree) implemented by B-trees, which
optimizes data in hierarchical trees. Using an appropriate spatial indexing method,
the tool can traverse quickly to search certain records under constraints. This key
feature is one of the significant assets for PostGIS, and it helps spatial databases
perform queries faster for large datasets. Otherwise, the system applies a sequential
scan to search every record in the database.

Moreover, the PostGIS software bridges the gap between the conceptual and
physical schema of mapping building information for database design. With the
support from integrity constraints, it prevents error-prone processes and enforces
checking for essential spatial functions and geographic primitives of data modeling
[37].

The PostgreSQL database server receives one or more client connections and
allows data storage, manipulation, and computation with spatial data. An example of
working with spatial datasets in the PostGIS environment is in Figure 11. The model
uses Geometry Viewer to display geometric objects visually on OpenStreetMap with
the requirements of spatial reference identifier (CRS) set to EPSG:4326 or a standard
coordinate frame for the Earth. Additionally, this is beneficial to GIS developers to
run geospatial queries and view the results graphically when testing with community-
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built containers, which help deploy PostGIS containers with PostgreSQL quickly. In
the experimental assessment, we use Docker containerization to deploy the PostGIS
software. The Docker platform provides a consistent environment and fast software
development on various operating systems.

Figure 11: An example of working with PostGIS environment using pgAdmin4 client
with Geometry Viewer

For the loading data process, the ogr2ogr tool is powerful for converting all
different formats of geographic data into and from PostGIS. PostGIS supports
connection with QGIS software to perform data import through the DB Manager
option of the QGIS tool, while the psycopg2 library using Python is an option to
automate the process of loading data to PostGIS. Library ogr2ogr from Geospatial
Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) will perform the import and export processes in
the experiment section. This library covers diverse file formats for spatial datasets
and can support different conversion or geometric manipulations. The drawback of
this tool is that it has been downloaded separately from PostGIS, while shp2pgsql
comes with PostGIS and has a graphical user via pgAdmin4. Furthermore, shp2pgsql
only supports the ShapeFiles format. GDAL can handle various kinds of vector
formats and more options for processing data during the conversion, such as geometry
manipulation, transformation, and selection. Thus, the advantage of using GDAL
software is that it helps perform repetitive processing steps by scripts for different
datasets with command lines or via other programming languages through bindings.

2.4 Spatial Indexing Methods
Spatial data is often large, hundreds of gigabytes, or even larger. The massive
volume of data implies that the efficiency of data access is crucial when analyzing the
information extracted from various sources. Furthermore, preserving historical records
of urban development requires temporal data management, such as bitemporal data
(captured transactions and dates). This increases the burden on storage management
and performance in object retrieval [15]. Thus, geodata analysts need proper methods
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to improve their techniques, especially in query performance (e.g., point-in polygon
queries are surprisingly slow) in dealing with large datasets. The spatial indexing
approach is one of the necessary techniques for handling mentioned problems and
reducing the data retrieval period.

Some tools mentioned above have a technique to optimize the performance of query
operations in spatial datasets by providing sorted indexes in memory. To illustrate,
when searching geometric objects or locations under numerous spatial elements or
rows, the amount of calculation reduces with the help of the spatial indexing method.
At the same time, the query execution decreases in time significantly. The spatial
indexing mechanism utilizes sorted spatial objects in many effective structures for
various problems: binary tree-based, B-tree-based, hashing-based, and spatial filling
curve-based index structures presented. See the paper [38].

Figure 12: An R-tree data structure and simple example of graphical representation
for minimum bounding box (adapted image from source [39])

The R-tree index structure [40] presented in Figure 12, which belongs to the
B-tree approach, will be used to examine the performance and time reduction for
various spatial queries in the experiment part of the thesis. It is the most widely used
index structure. R-tree structures are available as a function in the experimental
tools.

The R-Tree technique splits data into rectangles or their geographical extent,
using minimum bounding boxes and sub-rectangles as the lowest level of the spatial
index. These bounding objects are aggregated with surrounding boxes to have a
higher level of the spatial index. This is done iteratively until top-level boxes are
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created, see Figure 12. As a result, query a box or location starts at the top level
that intersects with geographic objects and expands recursively to the lowest level of
the child-bounding boxes that match query conditions. These bounding boxes are
called pages or nodes in this data structure to produce hierarchical trees that quickly
improve the queries for searching particular objects from spatial data. This search
query does not require a complete sequential pass through the data or all geometry
records in the data.

2.5 Spatial Reference Systems and EPSG
The Coordinate reference systems (CRS) are essential, since geometric shapes from
spatial data depend on the coordinates of a spatial reference. This spatial reference
describes the geometric features using a geographic or projected coordinate system.
Based on the projection type, it preserves certain aspects of information, such as
area, shape, height, and distance [41].

Figure 13: Differences in size, shape, coordinate and spatial reference systems of
EPSG (adapted image from source [42])

As mentioned earlier, the spatial datasets used in GIS systems may have different
CRSs due to the coordinate representation in degree or meter metrics. The GIS data
could be placed on the Earth differently, relying on the projection of data on the
map. Working with different map projections on datasets can cause miscalculations
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in spatial join and incorrect mapping information between two layers in the same
geographic environment, as shown in Figure 13. Figure 13 shows that geospatial
datasets are displayed differently in terms of shape and may cause an incorrect
calculation between two points on the map when using different CRSs. The GIS
software flattens the information into 2D images based on provided mapping systems.
Depending on the associated projection, they differ in shape, size, and coordinates (see
Figure 13). Therefore, the environment of spatial datasets should have the same map
projection, or it is common to have the process of re-projection on spatial layers to
have common CRS, and this transformation of coordinates (latitudes and longitudes)
represents the 3D map into 2D one [43]. Accordingly, defined reference systems help
GIS developers perform data operations better and make correct decisions when
extracting or storing data in the database. The geographic reference system offers
the foundation for locations on the Earth. Choosing the appropriate CRS for spatial
data is difficult, as it depends on the application and the representation of the map
with different scales of geographic data. Thus, it is crucial to recognize the CRSs of
spatial datasets and convert them into the same reference system throughout data
extraction, analysis, and integration.

The EPSG system [41], called the European Petroleum Survey Group, defines
the collection of different CRS transformations based on regions, including global,
regional, and local applications. The EPSG codes provide references to particular
CRSs and secure methods of CRS conversion and parameter definitions. There
are two popular ones which are EPSG:4326 and EPSG:3587, which Google Earth
and Google Maps use, respectively. The GIS datasets store CRS information and
support GIS tools in loading the map successfully into correct projections. GIS
software identifies the spatial coordinate references and performs transformation into
an appropriate CRS.

For the scope of the experiment, the standardized reference system WGS84 or
EPSG:4326, typically used by organizations to display GIS data for many countries
globally, will be used as a standard CRS for all experimental datasets.
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3 Analysis processes and methods
This section describes the workflow for the experimental process and gives the details
of data sources used for modeling. The workflow components and implementation of
spatial operations explain the basic steps in processing an entire GIS data pipeline
presented in the following parts.

3.1 Process Flow for Geospatial Analysis
Figure 14 illustrates the workflow for processing spatial objects. It is a system
architecture that can help the software development team work with the spatial
environment. Six important modules are required to help developers manage, share
and analyze the geospatial data. They are discussed in detail below.

Figure 14: Process flow diagram for data collection, integration, analysis for geospatial
environment

• GeospatialConvertor: This is the first component, handling data conversion.
It also converts geometric types to desired ones (e.g., polygon-to-point type
conversion) to reduce the file size. The module can select important data
attributes from the spatial datasets to reduce the time complexity of reading
the file. There are also different file formats for vector data types, but the
components focus on five categories: GML, GeoPackage, Shapefiles, GeoJSON,
and WFS requests. We found that they are the typical format used in industry,
especially for building information. Furthermore, we can reduce the loading
data process by extracting attributes from the datasets without the geometry
objects. On the other hand, the component handles geometric conversion into a
binary form or Well-known binary (WKB) to save resources, compress the size
of files for archiving documents, or transfer data using streams. Functions such
as CRS projection, data format conversion (e.g., GeoJSON), and 3D-to-2D
geometric flattening (format) are included in the module to support geographic
operations from specific customer requests.
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• GeospatialDataLoader: After data conversion, this component is responsible
for retrieving attributes, indexing data, and loading information from the files.
This module can receive certain filtering thresholds, such as a bounding box,
polygon, or coordinate geometry, to extract selected attributes and fewer rows
from large table datasets. The time needed can improve significantly by a
factor of 2-10 for extensive data, around 10 GB or more. Furthermore, the
component can apply a coordinate transformation function on spatial data to
convert geographic reference systems of different datasets into one standard
GIS environment. The feature also includes the conversion between WKT and
WKB of geometry objects.

• GeospatialAnalyzer: This module is the core of the whole pipeline. It com-
putes various spatial entities, including Point, LineString, Polygon, MultiPoint,
MultiLineString, and MultiPolygon. We can use different statistical methods,
retrieve comprehensive information from input datasets, and compute multiple
spatial transformation techniques to gain any intuition of tables. For example,
developers design user-defined functions (UDFs) to carry out searching or
filtering operations on a large amount of data. Other spatial analysis methods
include coordinate conversion, spatial predicate operations, distance calculation,
and spatial joining. On top of spatial processing, we can apply the spatial
indexing techniques in this pipeline to improve the efficiency of rapid retrieval
and data manipulation of complex geometric objects.

• GeospatialVisualizer: This map module provides spatial data in a static
or interactive environment for acquiring, analyzing, and interacting visually
with large amounts of information. The component also helps users explore
non-numerical dispatch or select highlighted areas to observe corresponding
attributes and analyze the information. The module has a variety of functions
that are necessary to examine spatial data relationships, including panning,
zoom, scaling, and transformation, with the help of additional query tools from
GeospatialAnalyzer component. Thus, we transfer the calculated result into
this graphical component for visualizing geospatial data (locations, attributes
of objects, and temporal effects) to understand the topographical relationships.
The findings from mapping relationships can improve query filtering by reducing
search space and analyzing optimal paths with a shorter distance. Results
displayed in the visualized environment with detailed information produce
potential insights for a broad audience of developers.

• GeospatialExporter: This component receives geospatial datasets with se-
lected attributes from either GeospatialDataLoader or GeospatialAna-
lyzer. It exports the data into the desired file format (e.g., GeoPackage)
for data backup and cleaning the spatial file for further analysis. Commonly,
GeoPackage design is preferred since the loading time is faster compared to
other types, and we can bundle the outputs into a single file (.gpkg) instead of
multiple files (.shp, .shx, .dbf, .sbn, etc.) of Shapefile format which is difficult
to interpret for newcomers from the team. However, this module should be
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flexible to export to any file that suits requirements or business needs since
the clients will likely continue working with other operations on processed files
until they obtain any insights.

• GeospatialIntegrator: The resulted data from GeospatialDataLoader
or GeospatialAnalyzer can be processed further depending on business
requests (e.g., geometry simplification, conversion, or transformation) and
inject into spatial database systems (MySQL, PostgreSQL, etc.). Thus, this
module performs tasks of storage and data management for spatial tables in a
structured manner. When the organization has defined the target requirements
for business insights, the customization and development of spatial functions
are helpful in query systems for better optimization in data extraction and
consistency in data formats.

3.2 Choice of datasets
To our knowledge, no research works address in detail the question of modeling
building information with plots of land or cadastral parcels. We can access this
information as open data and use them as experimental datasets for evaluation.
We chose building and plot land datasets from Denmark for the experiments, as
they have well-defined relational databases and interesting spatial features for urban
development analysis. These geographic building files, including point and polygon
layers, are used in the experiments for the analysis and performance benchmark. Each
attribute from these datasets can be an essential indicator of urban development
regarding building ages and area analysis. These datasets are large enough to
give interesting results. Their labeled attributes, such as building heights, building
construction years, number of floors, etc., are selected to produce different spatial
analyses, including the building age, development status, and crowded building
locations. We aggregate these findings to define appropriate capabilities of public
space and suggest possible outcomes for city projects or urban planning based on
spatial processing.

3.2.1 Building and Property Information as Open Data

We use three datasets regarding building and property information from Denmark.
Figure 15 demonstrates the schema of datasets and their relationships.

1. BuildingPolygon contains the polygon geometry, reference identification to
property location, and building information. The original dataset has 5770540
rows, each corresponding to the geometry of a building. The file size is
around 4.15 GB when stored in GeoPackage format (*.gpkg), including polygon
geometry for each building object. We can change the file extensions into
diverse forms (*.zip, *.gpkg, *.GML, *.SHP, *.geojson, etc.) with different
storage requirements.

2. BuildingPoint includes detailed information on building infrastructures (heating
methods, materials, location address, usage, type, and construction date, etc.).
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Figure 15: Spatial relationship between data models of building and property infor-
mation

The raw dataset given in JSON format (*.JSON) file with 47.6 GB storage size
includes 5,740,000 geometric objects without filtering actions.

3. PropertyPolygon carries information about the area plot, usage, and type
regarding detailed land-use category. The file with 1.8 GB in GeoPackage
format (*.gpkg) contains 2,535,299 polygon geometries for all Denmark plan
parcels.

All of these tables above have the geo-object columns with CRS of EPSG:25832.
The geometric field in each row of spatial data is represented by two different primitive
geographic properties (points and polygons). The data model shown in Figure 15
refers to the relationships, classes, and integrity constraints for types of different
attributes of the spatial datasets. This data structure keeps the data environment
consistent and restricted in data types to avoid error-prone issues. The mentioned
datasets are available officially at Denmark Datafordeler2.

We have selected some required data fields presented in these tables, among other
variables, with possible simplification and comparison with multiple sources based
on specific use cases for field selection. In addition, the data is in Danish, so we
must have an appropriate process to capture general information and standardize
the naming into simplified English. The following experiment will appraise existing
methods for importing, exporting, and processing spatial datasets with guidelines
and explore alternative ways to facilitate the automation process.

2https://datafordeler.dk/dataoversigt/
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3.2.2 Modeling Approach for Experimental Design

Figure 16: Modeling workflow for the geospatial data analysis of experimental design

Considering those mentioned attributes and available datasets for building infor-
mation in Denmark, Figure 16 describes the development process or experimental
design. The building information data (BuildingPoint) carries various column ele-
ments useful for addressing urban analysis. However, this data (BuildingPoint) does
not cover the polygon geometries necessary to visualize the building shape. As a
result, building boundaries or BuildingPolygon must be combined and provide a
comprehensive description of building geometrical objects. Additionally, we need to
select essential fields from datasets (e.g., building information such as area, height,
number of floors, etc.) to remove unnecessary columns from the datasets. The size file
is reduced, and we can efficiently perform additional pre-processing tasks to extract
cleaning information. We perform spatial joining between BuildingPolygon and
BuildingPoint to merge and extract essential attributes such as floors, apartments,
heating methods, heating fuels, and floor area. This spatial operation helps reduce
the redundancy of datasets and improve detailed information for BuildingPolygon.
Consequently, we extract the resulting data into a single layer to power business
applications.

We combine building and property data using the same reference system. The
spatial operation computes their spatial joining to merge their data characteristics.
The resulting dataset is simplified to continue further geospatial analysis with less
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computation and data fields. Finally, two datasets, including details of buildings and
properties, are exported into specific format files or data management systems for
the production-ready application.

3.3 Query Processing Benchmark
The goal of this thesis is to study the performance and capabilities of GIS tools in
handling spatial datasets with less manual work. Thus, benchmarking the functional-
ities of the GIS software plays a crucial role in evaluating the performance regarding
certain aspects (load & export time, spatial query time, spatial indexing execution,
.etc.) for both GIS users and developers.

We use the primary relationships of two geometric objects to benchmark GIS
systems. The spatial operations show diverse topological relations between two
geographic datasets, and they are commonly used as spatial analysis functions
to examine practical patterns for many building applications. The spatial query
benchmark is studied and applied to geometric objects in a 2D space. GIS developers
perform spatial queries with the coverage of essential spatial functions (e.g., spatial
distance, join, and intersection), and the result from these spatial functions can be
different depending on the usage of GIS software.

The geospatial queries contain partial matching tasks, range operations, locating-
position questions, and nearest-adjacent-element searches. The spatial functions
considered in this paper are given in Table 1, and each operation demonstrates
everyday use cases for spatial building applications.

Figure 17: Topological relationships between geometry objects (adapted from source
[38])

The possible pairwise topological relationships between polygons, lines, and
points are demonstrated by Figure 17, in which developers query both blue and
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red rectangles. These operations represent diverse spatial relationships between two
objects.

We consider different topological relations in various GIS systems. These primary
relationships for relational queries are defined: Equals, Disjoint, Intersects, Touches,
Crosses, Overlaps, Within, and Contains.

Spatial
Operations Descriptions Scenarios

Equal Polygon equals polygon Find building polygon that is spatially equal to other build-
ings or finds duplicate polygons

Equal Point equals point Find building points that are spatially equal to other points
or find duplicate points

Disjoint Polygon disjoint polygon Find buildings that do not share any portion of space (no
overlap, no touching) with concerned buildings

Intersect Polygon intersects polygon Find building polygons that intersect to other buildings to
find the area of interest or invalid/duplicate buildings

Intersect Point intersects polygon Find building points that intersect to building polygons to
mapping features

Touch Polygon touches polygon Find possible building layouts that touch other buildings to
discover neighbor buildings

Cross Point crosses polygon Find all building points that cross certainly supplied building
geometries

Overlap Polygon overlaps polygon Find the overlapping buildings that are potentially misaligned
Within Polygon within polygon Find building polygon that is within other building or prop-

erty polygons
Within Point within polygon Find building points that are within other building or prop-

erty polygons
Contain Polygon contains polygon Find building polygons that contain other building polygons
Contain Polygon contains point Find building polygons that contain other building points

Table 1: Benchmark queries, descriptions, and use cases of experiments in terms of
spatial relationships

To leverage the development for experiments on different GIS tools, several
open-source options, including QGIS, GeoPandas, and PostGIS, are selected for
benchmarking their capabilities. Some GIS tools may not cover certain topological
relationships. They are marked with “N/A” – Not Available to indicate that we could
not perform the specific queries. The benchmark is defined based on the configuration
file and executed by the scripts to generate and capture the report of query execution
and average time. We can achieve the overall background of geographic relationships
used in GIS tools and identify the minimal list of GIS capabilities in processing
geospatial information in terms of geometry relations given in Table 1.
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3.4 Experimental Setup and Methods of Evaluation
We conducted all experiments on Windows 11 machine with an AMD Ryzen 7
5800H CPU (3.20 GHz, eight cores, 4.4 GHz turbo)3 and 16 GB DDR4 RAM.
The installed software includes GIS tools such as GeoPandas (via Conda package
manager), PostGIS (via docker), and QGIS application.

The machine installed the required GIS software packages with default parameters
without advanced configurations or tuning parameters. We also converted experimen-
tal datasets into EPSG:4326 geometric objects for a global CRS. The machine runs
the script for the benchmark by executing queries or corresponding spatial functions
100 times. The average execution time is computed by summing up the total run
time and dividing it by the number of trials. For the PostGIS software, we introduce
some warm-up runs (3-4 times) before measuring the runtime of successive iterations.
We also plotted the average of total elapsed spatial relations for visual comparison.

Different file formats for geographical data, including ESRI Geodatabase, Shape-
file, GeoPackage, and GML files, are considered in this experiment. They have similar
capabilities of spatial transformation and can work with geometrical representations
for building elements with detailed attributes.

First Experimental Setup: The Copenhagen building dataset includes around
430,000 polygons extracted from the entire file with 12 GB in size storage given in
GML format4. The dataset contains the buildings in the Copenhagen area collected
by GIS software with bounding box input. The rectangular geometry object is given
as a condition to filter out the facilities which do not satisfy the geometric coordinates.
The resulting file containing only desired buildings is approximately 1 GB when
stored in GeoPackage format.

Various tools, namely QGIS, GeoPandas, and GDAL ogr2ogr, are used to perform
experiments regarding importing datasets, loading visualizations, and exporting to
desired format types (GML, GeoJSON, ShapeFiles, GeoPackage). The purpose of
this experiment is to check the performance of GIS tools in handling geometry files
in different aspects as follows:

1. Measuring performance in the time of GIS tools in loading the geometric
datasets

2. Measuring performance in both time and storage size of GIS tools in exporting
the given format to another type

3. Finding the optimal vector type for analyzing geometric data files in processing
and visualizing data fields.

4. Finding the optimal extension type for storage management and backup file

Second Experimental Setup: The Copenhagen building data is used to obtain
three different files with various sizes: Small (145913 objects), Medium (218870

3https://www.amd.com/en/products/apu/amd-ryzen-7-5800h
4https://datafordeler.dk/dataoversigt/geodanmark-vektor/geodanmark-vektor-wfs/
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objects), and Large (437741 objects), while we perform spatial joining operations
with different target geometric objects (1, 100, 10000 records). The three mentioned
tools, QGIS, GeoPandas, and PostGIS, are designed to implement spatial functions
with several options for building sizes and geometric objects. The goal of this second
experiment is to determine the optimal characteristics of pieces of software when
working with spacing datasets:

1. Performance of GIS tools in handling different spatial relationships (Equal,
Disjoint, Intersect, Cross, Overlap, Within, Contain)

2. Performance of GIS tools in operating various input and output sizes

3. The optimal approach for working with numerous spatial relations and diverse
magnitude

4 Experimental Results
This section presents benchmark results for the query operations between GeoPandas,
QGIS, and PostGIS. We measure the average elapsed time in milliseconds (ms). We
divided the experiments into two parts, including testing the performance of data
loading and exporting processes and spatial relationship functions of GIS tools.

4.1 Data Loading and Exporting
The first evaluation measures the loading and exporting time for GIS tools (GeoPan-
das, QGIS, and PostGIS). The time is measured by loading the building dataset
(BuildingPoint) into three other GIS tools, visualizing the data attributes, and
exporting it into various formats. Table 2 shows the experiment’s results.

Tools Files Types
Load time
(seconds)

Export time from file types (seconds)
& Storage Size

Data Graph GML GeoJSON ShapeFiles GeoPackage

QGIS
Building

(437741 items)

GML 40 20 175 1.04GB 84 626MB 49 3.24GB 46 331MB
GeoJSON 146 180 166 1.04GB 75 626MB 48 3.24GB 44 331MB
ShapeFiles 36 5 127 1.04GB 58 626MB 27 3.22GB 25 331MB

GeoPackage 25 6 119 1.17GB 52 691MB 22 3.22GB 21 331MB

GeoPandas
Building

(437741 items)

GML 31 58 245 953MB 200 548MB 147 1.11GB 147 331MB
GeoJSON 127 56 241 960MB 187 549MB 149 1.11GB 148 333MB
ShapeFiles 32 55 254 912MB 208 551MB 151 1.11GB 153 331MB

GeoPackage 29 62 247 954MB 198 548MB 148 1.11GB 147 331MB
PostGIS

(use ogr2ogr)
Building

(437741 items)

GML 36 12 175 937MB 74 547MB 35 490MB 62 313MB
GeoJSON 39 12 181 943MB 92 556MB 41 1.11GB 45 331MB
ShapeFiles 14 12 110 910MB 55 552MB 18 3.22GB 20 327MB

GeoPackage 10 12 150 932MB 51 549MB 12 1.1GB 15 331MB

Table 2: Experiments of three GIS tools (QGIS, GeoPandas, PostGIS) in loading data
& visualization and exporting to different file formats (GML, GeoJSON, ShapeFiles,
GeoPackage)
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The experiment is conducted on building polygons, especially in the Copenhagen
region with 437,741 geometric objects, by testing with mentioned GIS tools (QGIS,
GeoPandas, PostGIS) in terms of loading both data attributes and geometric visual-
ized maps and exporting to various vector file formats including GML, GeoJSON,
ShapeFiles, GeoPackage.

Here are some findings after the experimental assessments:

• GeoPackage has consistent storage size: With multiple trials of exporting
to GeoPackage file from different data formats GML, GeoJSON, and ShapeFiles
using 3 GIS tools, the exported file size remained stable at 331 MB, see Table
2). It is noticeable that the exported size for GML and GeoJSON formats
are unstable when using GeoPandas, PostGIS, and ShapeFiles tools. The size
fluctuates between 900MB - 1.2GB, 550MB - 630MB, and 500MB - 3.3GB
respectively. The instabilities of exported sizes from these files are due to
the conversion error, data type loss, and differences in export functions when
casting from one type to another. For instance, the common warning during
experiments for ogr2ogr GDAL is overflow bits that failed to write to the file
in 64-bit-integer columns. Therefore, we consider using GeoPackage as a basic
extension to avoid errors in data type conversion. The loss for data conversion
grows remarkably for larger files shown in columns of Export time from files
types & Storage size in Table 2.

• GeoPackage format has faster performance in data loading and visu-
alized interaction: The load time for data in GeoPackage format is rapid
compared to other formats ShapeFiles, GeoJSON, and GML with values of 25,
29, and10 seconds when using QGIS, GeoPandas, PostGIS respectively. For
data in GeoJSON format, the loading times are with 146, 127, and 39 seconds.
GeoJSON interacts with the graph by visualizing detailed information that is
slow for more than 180 seconds. Accordingly, we should not use GeoJSON for
performing spatial processing in production or repetitive tasks, as this slows
down the processes by a factor of 5-10 when dealing with large datasets. From
the results of Load time shown in Table 2, one can decide to use GeoPackage
or ShapeFiles formats to optimize the data extraction and pre-processing.

• Exported file in GeoPackage format has the smallest size compared
to others: The GeoPackage extension has small storage space, which is around
331 MB in size when various geometric files are exported to (.gpkg) format.
Furthermore, the size is significantly small compared to ShapeFiles, and this
file format is a potential candidate for backup file and storage management
due to consistency and small-scale size.

• QGIS tool has advantages in data loading and data visualization data:
QGIS tool loads data attributes and map layer in 25 and 6 seconds, respectively,
for GeoPackage, which is faster compared to PostGIS and GeoPandas software
packages.

Other general findings not mentioned in Table 2 when running the experiments:
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• While the QGIS interface can drag and zoom to numerous topographic areas
visually, the GeoPandas has a built-in visualized function (explore()), which can
do a similar thing as QGIS, but only works well for small-scale data. The graph
generated by GeoPandas does not show up when the datasets grow to more
than 100 MB, and the performance of graph interaction degrades significantly.
For this reason, the static plot() function is suitable for visualizing the whole
building polygons or larger datasets.

• The Geometry Viewer from pgAdmin4 is employed to display geometry data
graphically on the OpenStreetMap map in the pgAdmin browser. The map
can be dragged and zoomed with different scales. The developers can access
or interact with results and data elements corresponding to geospatial objects
when clicking on the map. However, the limitation of this tool is that it can
only work well with rendering less than 100,000 spatial shapes for the number
of displayed geometric items on the map.

4.2 Experimental Spatial Data Relationships
The second experiment was done on both building and property polygons, including
the Copenhagen region with various sizes of A (437 741 rows), B (218 870 rows), and
C (145 913). Their size ratio is 3:2:1 to benchmark the performance of spatial queries
interacting with different size objects (1, 100, and 10000 items) using other GIS tools
(QGIS, GeoPandas, PostGIS) in respect of spatial relations including Equal, Disjoint,
Intersect, Touch, Cross, Overlap, Within, and Contain.

We show the results in two tables based on their similarities. Table 3 shows the
results of the four common spatial relations, Equal, Intersect, Contain, and Disjoint.
In contrast, Table 4 presents the last four spatial operations (Touch, Cross, Overlap,
Within).

Here are some interesting results after assessing various queries using GIS tools,
shown in Table 3 and Table 4:

Relations Equal (ms) Intersect (ms) Contain (ms) Disjoint (ms)
File
Size GIS Tools 1 100 10000 1 100 10000 1 100 10000 1 100 10000

A
QGIS 2204 3039 9329 28.5 108.1 6983 27.8 109.8 7088 42400 95600 142600s

GeoPandas N/A N/A N/A 1297 1158 2587 1159 1153 2289 N/A N/A N/A
PostGIS 344.2 356 792.3 17.9 28.7 1336 362.2 358.1 945.1 2700 240000 —

B
QGIS 757.2 797.1 6180 75.4 125.8 5536 72.7 132.4 5529 21900 46000 70600

GeoPandas N/A N/A N/A 647.5 784.8 1364 583.2 787 1314 N/A N/A N/A
PostGIS 328.5 352.6 485.1 17.6 2.7 586.9 359.4 381.4 536.3 1400 118000 —

C
QGIS 536.2 592.5 5816 87.2 141.7 5402 83.7 142.4 5394 14400 30200 48500

GeoPandas N/A N/A N/A 444.8 399.7 1035 400 403 1027 N/A N/A N/A
PostGIS 325.5 18.6 466 0.4 1.7 481 353.5 19.7 494.2 100 78000 —

Table 3: Experiments of 3 GIS tools (QGIS, GeoPandas, PostGIS) benchmarking
the first four spatial relationship queries (Equal, Intersect, Contain, and Disjoint) for
three spatial size files (A, B, and C) and three object sizes (1, 100 and 10000 items)
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• GeoPandas do not fully support Equal and Disjoint relations: From
Table 3, N/A defined as Not Available are marked in rows of GeoPandas as the
tool do not provide spatial functions with Equal and Disjoint methods between
two datasets. Users can develop the user-defined functions (UDFs) with the help
of the Shapely library to achieve the same operations for Equal and Disjoint
in GeoPandas but with a higher cost of complexity and computation.

• PostGIS failed to extract results for Disjoint method with different
spatial file sizes: Marks (-) at the end of a column from Table 3 shows
no results. It is impossible to experiment with the query case since the
Disjoint operation implemented by PostGIS failed to extract the outcome
due to extensive memory consumption, and the Docker container of PostGIS
software stopped communicating with the client interface. The results for three
spatial files interacting with 10,000 geometric objects cannot be tested and
verified.

• QGIS can handle both 100 and 10000 spatial objects with efficient
runtime in Disjoint operation: While PostGIS took 240, 118 and 78
seconds for Disjoint method interacting with 100 spatial items, QGIS performs
the same operation for a shorter time of 95.6, 46, and 30.2 seconds respectively
(see the second last column of Table 3). Furthermore, QGIS was able to
compute the result with a shorter amount of time of 142.6, 70.6, and 48.5 for
interacting with 10000 geographic objects seen in the last column of Table
3. Although PostGIS has the shortest runtime for Disjoint of 1 spatial items,
QGIS performed better compared to GeoPandas and PostGIS in larger spatial
object joining (100 and, 10000 objects) for Disjoint operation.

Relations Touch (ms) Cross (ms) Overlap (ms) Within (ms)
File
Size GIS Tools 1 100 10000 1 100 10000 1 100 10000 1 100 10000

A
QGIS 28.9 118 7895 28.1 116.1 7973 28.2 116.9 7890 28.1 105.6 6898

GeoPandas 1146 1163 3241 1162 1178 3174 1145 1165 3343 22825 22967 24802
PostGIS 18.7 30.7 1654.8 18 29.3 1546.8 18.6 30.6 1751.7 360.9 381 1081

B
QGIS 69.6 125.6 5669 92.8 124.5 5664 71.4 127 5665 73.4 127.4 5475

GeoPandas 581.4 789.8 1495 580.4 802.3 1497 582.4 797 1507 11465 13347 11986
PostGIS 17.6 2.9 657.3 17.9 2.9 648 18.2 3 658 364.9 372.3 554.1

C
QGIS 92.6 132 5377 80.6 147.3 5413 75.6 135.5 5385 77.5 138.7 5388

GeoPandas 398.8 405.2 1047 394.7 406.7 1052 400.5 403.7 1047 7677 7702 7958
PostGIS 0.4 1.7 470.4 0.4 1.7 504.5 0.4 1.8 471.2 367.3 20.5 505

Table 4: Experiments of 3 GIS tools (QGIS, GeoPandas, PostGIS) benchmarking
the last four spatial relationship queries (Touch, Cross, Overlap, and Within) for
three spatial size files (A, B, and C) and three object sizes (1, 100 and 10000 items)

• PostGIS is fast in terms of performance compared to other tools:
For small datasets or File Size C on both Table 3 and Table 4, the PostGIS
generally computes the geographical relations faster by a factor of 10-100 for
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smaller size datasets. This factor reduces to 2-10 when the file size increases,
see File Size A and B in Table 4.

• GeoPandas performs spatial operations stably with different file sizes
compared to QGIS: For experiments with 1 and 100 objects, GeoPandas
yield results with the slow-paced rate with more than 1 second (second rows
for A, B and C size), and GeoPandas is slower compared to those implemented
by QGIS software. The trend is the opposite when the interacted topological
objects increase to the size of 10000 where QGIS is slower. For example,
in the Intersection method, File Size A joined spatially with 10000 objects
produces 6.9 seconds more than two times from GeoPandas. To explain, when
doubling the building sizes, the time execution for spatial query operated by
the GeoPandas tool also increases twice. However, this does not apply to QGIS.
While the executed time increases are slightly, approximately 1.5, when the
building dataset has tripled in file size, the PostGIS rises by roughly 2.7 times.

• Disjoint is the most time-consuming among focused geographic re-
lations: In both Table 3 and 4, most of the experiments on Disjoint method
achieve the lowest time of 1 second and the highest computing time is approxi-
mately 240 seconds.

We plotted the average run time to visualize and compare the overall performance
of 3 GIS tools working on various spatial relations shown in Figure 18. The figure
shows the benchmark of spatial operations for three software packages using Build-
ingPolygon with 437,000 records and three different sizes of PropertyPolygon (1, 100,
and 10000 records). The measurements shown in the graph are given in log scales
because the outcomes differ broadly across spatial queries and software products.

Figure 18 shows that the performance of PostGIS is superior compared to others
in terms of spatial computation and runtime. The finished time to complete each
spatial relational query is fast, with an average runtime of fewer than 3 seconds for
medium and large sizes of spatial building datasets. However, the Disjoint operation
took longer computing time compared to QGIS software for larger interacted objects
(100 and 10000). Thus, QGIS can calculate the results of various building files with
the most extensive spatial records (10000).

5 Discussion
With the growing popularity of geospatial services and applications, geospatial tools
have become more critical. There is no standard benchmark for comparing geometric
operations and diverse capabilities between open-source GIS tools. In this thesis, we
have introduced some GIS techniques and implemented several queries to evaluate
the performance of these spatial relations, data loading, and exporting capabilities.
We have developed a script file to configure parameters, including spatial relations,
iterations, and GIS software for extracting benchmark results. Multiple graphs and
reports compared three software programs (GeoPandas, QGIS, PostGIS) to measure
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Figure 18: Visual bar charts of experiments on building spatial relationships between
various building file sizes and interrelated spatial objects

the actual workloads in spatial applications and help refine relative performance in
different scenarios.

Table 5 shows qualitative criteria that concern different aspects of three GIS
tools in handling spatial information. All three software packages can work with
vector data, while only QGIS and PostGIS can manipulate raster data. Moreover,
PostGIS and QGIS can operate with GDAL, the support library for writing and
reading vector data, although GeoPandas use shapely to process planar geometric
objects. During experiments, we discovered that QGIS could read and convert the
data directly into other GIS platforms, reducing the time for users to do format
conversions (e.g., from ShapeFiles into GeoPackage format). For example, after
investigating the raw data on the QGIS tool, data manipulation is applied and then
transferred to the PostgreSQL database with PostGIS extension to do more research
with cleaned data.

Based on the table results, some spatial functions developed in some GIS tools
are still work-in-progress and are mentioned clearly in the query benchmark if
corresponding queries are unavailable or N/A). For instance, the GeoPandas library
does not have Disjoint and Equal operations. GIS developers must develop their
functions or UDFs for possible workarounds when the classic offerings for spatial
processing are limited.

The diversity of offering spatial indexing gives stakeholders multiple questions
regarding performance. The generalized Search Tree (GiST) indexing type in PostGIS
offers faster searches for spatial data with certain spatial relations (e.g., Intersect,
Contain) with better performance than raw R-Tree algorithms. On the other hand,
PostGIS also has Block Range Index (BRI) as a lossy indexing method with faster
index creation and smaller index files for decent execution. The same goes for
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the Space-Partitioned Generalized Search Tree (SP_GiST), which is suitable for
multidimensional data types. Accordingly, this could be the future direction of
empirical research, and testing different evaluations on spatial indexing methods
provides more insights into the limitations of execution, features, and operations.
Thus, this helps the developers understand the tool’s abilities in practice, propose
innovative architects, and prioritize specific GIS tools to solve real-world problems.

The previous section has provided detailed information on tool performance under
two empirical test conditions. Depending on the scenarios, the spatial applications
may stress different aspects (e.g., format types, fast CRS conversion, quick data
integration, or visualization). Nevertheless, showing the general performance of these
GIS tools regarding data analysis, loading, and the export process can help perform
tool assessments.

In particular, the result report shows that GeoPackage performs better in loading
and exporting data to different formats. Therefore, using the GeoPackage data
format for other datasets is vital to keep the storage file consistent and lightweight.
Thus, all the layers stored in a single file help execute a search, render, pan, or
zoom operations faster than other data formats (Shapefiles, GML, geometric zip
file). Moreover, many software packages support GeoPackage widely, such as QGIS,
Python, GDAL, etc., and the data attributes can be opened with faster loading time
using built-in functions.

GeoPandas and PostGIS are programming tools that require developers to es-
tablish functions for sourcing the data into the GIS environment. These GIS tools
allow flexibility, understanding of data source models, and reduced dimensions of
uninformative columns when sourcing. While QGIS has an interactive processing
toolbox and mouse control, it provides PyQGIS as an additional Python API to
perform complex spatial interactions or data manipulation in the script. We suggest
using GeoPandas for data scientists familiar with Python in the development phase.
We can use QGIS to explore outlined planar maps for understanding data with
visualized interactions. At the same time, PostGIS can help perform data integration
in production, in which the application requires consistent data management and
low-latency responses for geometric computation.

The QGIS software requires a whole load of data when opening the attribute
table, which takes a long waiting time (around 5 minutes) to render data attributes
for more than 10 GB files. GeoPandas has a built-in function that can load a partial
dataset by loading a specific number of rows or a defined bounding box for the
geometric areas. This batch processing helps the processing of loading data faster but
loses big-picture data patterns. Consequently, scaling issues happen when working
with more than 20 GB of geographic files in storage size. We can solve this big data
problem with parallel computing techniques or significant data approaches such as
Dash, Apache Spark, PySpark, GeoSpark (Apache Sedona), etc. These approaches
are not covered here due to the scope of the thesis paper in geospatial processing
methods.
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Tools &
Specifications GeoPandas QGIS PostGIS

Input Format Vector Vector / Raster Vector

Reading / Writing Vec-
tor Data Library

shapely GDAL GDAL (ogr2ogr)
shp2pgsql

Spatial Relationships Equal, Intersect, Cross,
Overlap, Disjoint, Touch,
Within, Contain, Distance

Equal, Intersect, Cross,
Overlap, Disjoint, Touch,
Within, Contain

Intersect, Cross, Over-
lap, Touch, Within, Con-
tain, Cover

Spatial Indexing R-tree R-tree GiST
Programming Language Python GUI / Python SQL, Command Lines
Visualized Interaction Built-in / Add-on Built-in Add-on
Learning Curve Fast (Geo-Dataframe op-

erations, geometric opera-
tions)

Steep (interactive func-
tions, processing toolbox,
plug-ins)

Steep (SQL language, in-
dexing geometric opera-
tions)

Methods

Prototyping
Data acquisition
ML Applications
Pipeline Automation
Interactive Visualization

Prototyping
Data acquisition
Interactive Visualization
Result Verification

Data Wrangling
Data Storage
Data Analysis

Working Environment Development / Production Development Production
Exported formats AeronavFAA, ARCGEN,

BNA, DXF, CSV, S57,
OpenFileGDB, GPKG,
ESRIJSON, GeoJSON,
GPX, GPSTrackMaker,
MapInfo, DGN, SEGY,
GML, Idrisi, PCIDSK,
GeoJSONSeq, ESRI, SUA,
TopoJSON

ESRI, AutoCAD DXF,
CSV, FlatGeobuf, S57,
MapInfo, GeoConcept,
PostGIS, ODS, GML,
GPKG, SQLite, GPX,
GeoJSON, INTERLIS,
GeoRSS, KML, DGN,
SpatiaLite, XLSX

PDF, ESRI Shapefile,
MapInfo, WAsP, S57,
GeoJSON, INTERLIS,
GPKG, netCDF, GPX,
PCIDSK, GML, ODBC,
DGN, Memory, BNA,
KML, CSV, SQLite,
LIBKML, OGR_GMT

Table 5: Qualitative results based on QGIS, GeoPandas, and PostGIS on different
aspects
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6 Conclusions
This thesis highlights the importance of GIS applications in urban development and
presents some research directions in building management systems. We have shown
various traditional spatial approaches to handle geospatial data on the building
application. Regardless, they are inadequate due to the massive growth of big data
and rising problems during data acquisitions or mapping datasets.

We mentioned other issues related to spatial information, such as structured,
unstructured, incompleteness, or mismatched fields between data sources. These GIS
problems require the pipeline process for importing, manipulating data, and managing
the growth of various building data sources. Data examination on geometric objects is
necessary to identify the problems with a straightforward framework for data analysis.
Thus, the thesis also reviews multiple existing GIS methods and tools for analyzing
geospatial and building information and supports the processes of collecting and
transforming the geometries. In addition, we examined different spatial relationships
between geometries, for example, use cases for data analysis and their roles related
to the semantic mapping of building tasks.

We designed the baseline and preliminary experiments to capture the performance
of GIS tools, as there is no standard way to compare different GIS technologies
due to their unique characteristics and methods of handling data. While the first
experiment examines the performance of GIS tools in handling data loading and
export with various file formats to serve customer requests, the second experiment
focuses on primary spatial relationships that support everyday tasks in interacting
with geometries. These two experiments aim to determine the optimal process and
gain more insights by combining multiple GIS tools to solve business problems. The
experimental results show the comparison between GIS tools and their limitations
in managing geometrical relationships. Then, the optimal approaches are discussed
by considering GIS combinations to solve different use cases of spatial building
applications.

Though the experimental metrics are still at an early stage that only considers
the performance of time execution, its effect can help developers identify the baseline
for deciding a suitable GIS tool to tackle specific problems. Other parameters could
provide more precise results, such as RAM usage, spatial indexing methods, and
more appropriate tools with relative performance.

Additionally, scalability is a crucial key concerning the geospatial datasets when
the processing information grows in size, which may lead to unsatisfactory perfor-
mance or time-consuming processes for GIS developers. Future research should focus
on parallel algorithms such as Spark, Dask, or PySpark handling large volumes of
geometric data.
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